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TRC have three main options when setting
wholesale and some retail services prices :
1. Benchmarks based on 'average' or 'best
practice' methodologies;
2. Cost-based charging :
A. FAC ,
B. TSLRIC+ method
3. Price cap

1. Benchmarking

The principle behind benchmarking is that
it is an easy way to determine reasonable
levels for charges without engaging in
costly and complicated cost modelling.
 The basic exercise involved is one of
comparing charges for other operators
providing the same service in other
jurisdictions in order to determine what
should be charged by the regulated
operator to reflect efficiency.


Although widely used, benchmarks have the
problem that they take no account of the actual
costs of providing services in the local context,
which means they may either over- or undercompensate operators for the services provided.
 In Jordan ,TRC had used benchmarking in
calculating the weighted average cost of
capital(WACC) ,
 Also it was an alternative source to TRC to use
benchmarking when the requested data for
TSLRIC models is not provided by the
operators,eg. For the efficient-operator models,
the total operational costs as a proportion of total
costs were cross-checked against international
benchmarks.


WACC parameters
Parameter

Principle

l

Risk-free Rate

(1) Local bond yields; (2) international currency local bond yield adjusted
for sovereign risk, duration and currency effects; (3) Mature market bond
yields adjusted for inflation differential

Equity Risk
Premium (ERP)

Long-run ERP from Dimson, Marsh and Staunton using both arithmetic and
geometric mean

Beta

Based on Jordanian data where possible, otherwise international
comparators

Adjustments to
Standard CAPM

Adjusting for country risk using either government bond spreads or
instruments with the same credit rating as Jordan

Nominal and Real
Return

Nominal WACC since interconnection rates set for one year in 2008, but
in context of 3-5Y regulatory period, TRC will consider real WACC

Cost of Debt

Based on company actual or efficient debt costs

Gearing

Based on actual or efficient level of gearing

2. Cost-based charging

Cost-based charging represents the most
accurate methodology in terms of
reflecting the true costs of providing
services
 The actual cost of providing services is
considered the best estimation of the
prices that would apply in a competitive
market, which is why regulators are so
keen on them.


Where cost models are used, their
introduction quite often results in a sharp
reduction in the level of charges.
 This is especially likely if there has been no
regulation, or regulation based solely on
benchmarks,
 To smooth these effects while still moving
towards economically efficient outcomes,
cost-based charges are often introduced
over a period of time.
Such an
implementation is commonly known as a
“glide path’’.


A. Fully Allocated Cost (FAC)







TRC had used FAC method during 2006 - 2010
FAC is an accounting method to distribute all
costs among a firm's various products and
services.
According to FAC methodology, costs are
spread equally between services and economies
of scale and scope associated with the provision
of the services are not taken into account.
As can be seen in chart 1 below, service A and
service B each get their proportionate share of
the total costs based on the respective volumes
of the services.

Chart 1 : Fully Allocated Cost (FAC)



Under the FAC approach, all the costs of the
operator, including directly attributable cost,
indirectly attributable cost, and unattributable
cost are fully allocated to the company’s final
products.

B. TSLRIC METHOD



1.

In September 2009, the TRC published its “Regulatory decision on
the principles to be used in the construction of TSLRIC+ models for the
costs of interconnection Services”, which was later followed by the
submission of the Hybrid TSLRIC+ models in June 2011.
TSLRIC+ method overcomes the weaknesses of the FAC models
which are:
The decisions are based on historical data:. The rates for the
year beginning 1 July are based on the FAC models provided by
licensees for the year ended the previous December.

2.

The decisions have not been timely: The licensees have delivered
their models late, in some cases, and then there has been
considerable follow-on review by the TRC before the model
results are accepted. This means that decisions on rates are
often retrospective.

3.

The cost allocations in the models are not transparent or
adequate. Various allocators are used but are not justified by the
licensees.



The Hybrid Model approach is used by TRC in Jordan. Under
this approach, TRC produced hybrid models, i.e. bottom-up
models for fixed and mobile network operators that are
reconciled and calibrated with top-down data, including outputs
sourced from the operators’ latest FAC top-down models.

FFF

Chart 2 : Hybrid TSLRIC model approach

TRC’S TSLRIC Principles

TRC’S TSLRIC Principles



Having reached the end of the period reflected in
the previous regulatory decisions (2014), the TRC
decided back in 2015 to start a new wholesale
price setting process to update the applicable
charges



As part of this process, TRC has updated its
Hybrid TSLRIC+ models on the grounds of the
methodology that was established in September
2009 to recognize the latest technological
developments that have taken place in the market
(e.g. introduction of IMS-IP networks, massive
take-up of 3G and 4G services, growth in fixed
and mobile data traffic).



TRC has determined the final mobile
interconnection costs calculated by the
models for the 2018-2021 period



TRC has determined to set symmetric
charges on all operators for the 20182021 period

3. PRICE CAP

What is a price cap?
•

•

Since the early 1980s, price cap
regulation has been adopted in a wide
range of countries. In Australia, price caps
have
been
used
in
the
telecommunications,
energy
and
transport industries.
In its simplest form a price cap simply
sets a maximum allowed inter-temporal
path for the price of a specific product.
The rules for the path are set in advance
and only depend on factors that are
beyond the control of the regulated firm.

General principales of a Price Cap
Set prices allowing the incumbent
operator to make reasonable but not
excessive return.
 Not unduly constraint the incumbent
pricing flexibility on individual services.
 Incentivize productivity improvements
and efficiencies gains.




To achieve these general objectives price cap
structure (baskets) will play a very important
role:
Within an individual basket, changes in the
price of one service can be offset by changes
in the prices of other services as long as the
overall cap is met;
The narrower a basket is defined the less
pricing flexibility the operator will retain for
individual services within that basket.

Basket definition


1.

2.





In a context of regulating several telecommunications services with
different competition structure, there are three potential basket
structure:
Option 1. Single basket covering all regulated services, it provides
full flexibility to the regulated operator to meet the overall cap
imposed by the price cap model. According to this option, all
regulated services will be included within the same basket:
Option 2. In this case, due to difference in the competitive
structure and the underlying costs, the proposal implies the
definition of two baskets:
Basket 1 would include the connection and monthly fees for PSTN,
ISDN-BRA and ISDN-PRA telephony access services for both,
residential and business customers.
Basket 2 would include call tariffs for local, national, fixed to mobile
calls and calls to services providers (including dial-up connections to
Internet services providers) for both, residential and business
customers – Jordan use this option

3.

Option 3: define the baskets in accordance to the customers’ nature:



Basket 1 would include all relevant services for residential customers:
The connection and monthly fees for PSTN telephony access services;
Call tariffs for local, national, fixed to mobile calls and calls to services
providers (including dial-up connections to Internet services providers).

◦
◦


◦
◦

Basket 2 would include all relevant services for non-residential
customers:
The connection and monthly fees for PSTN ISDN-BRA and ISDN-PRA
telephony access services;
Call tariffs for local, national, fixed to mobile calls and calls to services
providers (including dial-up connections to Internet services providers).

Price cap formula






P(current year)=P(past year)+ P(past year)*(CPI-X)
Where:
P: is the price of the basket of services.
CPI: the most recently published increase in the
Jordanian consumer price index.
X Factor : is the productivity adjustment factor that
should incentivize operator to pass its efficiency
savings to its customers.it is 0% for the first two
years of the exclusivity period of the license and 3%
for the remaining years of exclusivity.

Due to the lack of effective competition in
narrow band markets, TRC decided to impose a
regulation on retail prices for those services on
the basis of a price cap model.
 According to the market analysis undertaken by
TRC, the price cap regulation on retail prices is
the adequate ex ante obligation to prevent
excessive prices for fixed access and fixed
telephony traffic.


In consistency with this decision, the price
cap model should include the following
services:
1. Connection and monthly fees for PSTN,
ISDN-BRA and ISDN-PRA telephony
access services.
2. Call tariffs for local, national, fixed to
mobile calls and calls to services
providers (including dial-up connections
to Internet services providers).


Chart 3
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